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This year, the Leviathan aspires to be more
than just a magazine. With your continued support and enthusiam, we aim to become a more
active presence in campus life. Creative expression will not confine itself to pages, nor will
the Leviathan. Art installations, special events,
and the Poetry Portraiture are the just the beginning. Look forward to seeing us around--we
look forward to seeing you.
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in the road there’s a rabbit my mother my ex
it’s my job and my self and it tells me to come
and i follow i follow encasing myself
like a fetus i fit in its belly. i struggle
the bubble it stretches like gum but my limbs
start to shrink and i stumble.
the sound that i make is a puddle that bursts
and outside i break just a little—
there’s a future inside
of this body.
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- Jena Winberry

Broken Sonnet
Tonight I felt a poem break, it split
from head to toe. It teetered softly on
the brink, I did not know I hated it—
until I felt it go. I was not fond
of this poor piece, but thought I’d make it work;
I rearranged the form, released some slack,
beat alliteration back, I went berserk,
perhaps. At first it gave a mighty crack-and then it tumbled in and in without
an end it crumpled in the iambs fell
the stanzas shook I felt not heard my shout
as lines swan dived to deepest hell.
Amidst detritus
strewn about, 			

I cried--

this poem did not live before it died.
Oh well.

		
			

- Anne Marie Kelley
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Statue Garden
What I could see, a dress, pluming
out from behind the shades. So unlike the cool rhetoric
of night, the light of the gorgon moon.
Later, her shoulder blade cut into my dreams,
the way she turned, facing the window, and I, facing
the archipelago of freckles upon moonsmoke skin.
Embers of sleep, stir me again. provoke the world
to mimic the heart’s shiver,
unburn the lover from my skin.
Grass-tongued summer lost to decay,
and decay lost to the tip and din of yellow-voiced petals,
as I learn to dream, undream, become dream again.
		
		
			

- Samuel Hart Johnston
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When I Go to the Garden
When I go to the garden,
I see the vast and innumerable flaws of the universe.
In the garden,
I have seen a tree illuminated with neon-life.
I have seen orange lamp-posts
Kissing the rooted earth
On cloudless days,
When there was no wind.
I have seen myself
Afraid of my own mind.
I have seen a liberation from earth;
A granting of wings
to those who cast away enthusiasms for such things.
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- Erik Hanks

A Continual Dripping
		
		

by Jacob Mercer

The new carpet gave Rupert’s living room an aesthetic
intensity the place had never known before. It made the room
brighter, younger, more harmonious, drawing out the subtle
beige hues from the dark, tweed couches and matching the
decorative pillows. The color was Paper Birch, the style 7R05
Cabo San Lucas, complete with Scotchgard protector and stain
release. It looked like jackrabbit fur. It smelled like warehouse
and fresh nylon.
Rupert’s wife, Jean, had told her husband not to wear
shoes in the living room anymore, so he walked across the carpet, to the back door, in socks. Rupert
was a short man, 5’5”, stout, in his late “It looked like
twenties. On the wooden porch, he put jackrabbit fur.
on his tennis shoes and grabbed a trowIt smelled like
el from the picnic table. He stepped out
into the late morning sunshine, already warehouse and
searing, and down onto the gravel drive- fresh nylon.”
way. The ground was wet, and large
puddles had formed around the porch from last night’s rain. He
walked past his white Ford Ranger, straight ahead to where the
driveway dissolved into soggy dirt, creosote, and sotol. A pile of
about twenty small, fat, burlap bags sat in a heap, next to which
was a mound of empties. Rupert squatted down, took a damp,
empty bag, and filled it with dirt. From where he shoveled, he
could see the Sierra Diablo Mountains in the distance, purple
and jutting from the desert. On the horizon behind him, to the
south, a couple of clumpy, white clouds arose.
Rupert and Jean lived three miles north of Van Horn,
Texas, in a white, two-bedroom house off of State Highway 54.
For seven years, the couple had invested a good deal of money
in their house – replacing windows, installing a new swamp
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cooler, building a back porch – and they had worked hard saving up enough to do so. Jean had been recently promoted as
assistant manager at Lucky Sav-On.
“All Rupert ever
Rupert changed jobs constantly. He
remembered was
spent a solid two-and-a-half years
selling cars at Culberson Ford, but
living in Texas.”
eventually the pressure to make commission became too much for him. He hated hassling people.
Two weeks before the carpet, Rupert quit his job and found a
new one at the grocery store with his wife.
All Rupert ever remembered was living in Texas – in
Corpus Christi growing up; in San Antonio until he dropped out
of college; and then in Van Horn with Jean. Twenty-nine years
before the carpet, however, he had been born in the Philippines. His father had been a welder for the navy, stationed on
the US base, Subic Bay. When his mother was pregnant, out in
the South China Sea, a typhoon formed and dramatically shifted
the barometric pressure of the islands, making her go into labor
three weeks early, simultaneously with seven other women in the
area. The maternity ward of the Olongapo City Hospital was
plunged into chaos. All eight babies were delivered successfully.
As Rupert filled his fifth sandbag of the morning, his wife
walked around the side of the house from the front yard,
stopped, and watched him work. Jean was about an inch shorter
than her husband. As a result, for the seven years she had
known him, she had rarely worn heels. Her hair was in a ponytail this morning, tucked through the back of an Astros cap. It
was long and the color of jackrabbit fur.
“If we’re going to replace most of this driveway with a
backyard anyhow,” she said, “you should just fill those bags with
gravel.”
Rupert stopped shoveling and looked over his shoulder
at her. “I guess that makes sense.” He put his trowel down and
wiped his hands on the front of his pants. “God, it’s hot. Let’s
spend the afternoon inside. We’ll make some sun tea.”
Leviathan
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“It won’t be hot for long. Weatherman says it’s supposed
to rain again today.” She turned and looked at the clouds on the
horizon. “I don’t understand this weather. I’ve never seen the
monsoon season this hard.”
“Well, we need it.” Rupert stood up and wiped sweat
from his forehead. “Does sun tea sound good?”
“Another neighborhood in El Paso was hit by a flash
flood last night,” she said.
“Again? That’s too bad.”
“A lot of homes were completely ruined.”
Rupert put his hands in his pockets and watched the
fat clouds rolling over the horizon. He couldn’t see where they
stopped.
“Do you think you’ll be able to set up the sandbags by
the time it rains?”
“I don’t know.”
“You don’t
“How many do you need?”
“About a hundred.”
care about the
“How many have you made?”
new carpet,
“About twenty-five. And I would
do you?”
have to move them all and set them up
closer to the house if we wanted them to
do any good.”
Jean stared at Rupert’s heap of sandbags. “You should
get back to work, then. You should try.”
“I really don’t think it’s going to flash-flood.”
“How do you know that?”
“It never flash-floods right here. Sometimes it does in
town, and it does over in Balmorhea, but not here. It’s too flat.
Arroyos don’t run through here.”
Jean crossed her arms over her chest and stood silent for
a moment. “You don’t care about the new carpet, do you?”
“What? You know I do. It’s just –”
“Do you remember how much we’re paying for it? Now
that you’ve left the dealership, we can barely afford it. Do you
want it to get ruined?”
10
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“Look, if it floods, the carpet isn’t all that’s going to get
ruined.”
“I know. And I don’t want to live in a FEMA trailer.
Why don’t you want to make sandbags?”
“I’m already making them, aren’t I? I told you I would.
It just doesn’t make much sense to me, Jean. And it’s too hot out
to be doing this. Not just hot – it’s humid from all the rain.”
“Better than the carpet getting ruined.”

“Before they had the
carpet installed, Jean
had visited the Van
Horn Carpet Depot at
least six times.”

Before they had the carpet installed, Jean had visited the Van
Horn Carpet Depot at least six
times, spending hours looking
through color charts and rubbing
samples. 1398 Kenya Fleck and
510 Adagio II both came with a
Seven-Year Stain-Free Warranty, though the former cost $1.25
more per square foot.
“Kenya Fleck costs more because it’s made with a more
durable, African fiber,” the salesman had told her.
Four times, she brought sample squares home, sat
down on the living room floor, and laid the samples side by
side, studying them. The old carpet was thick, russet shag, worn
down where the couple normally walked, unraveling at the seam
in the middle of the room. Rupert liked it, though he never told
Jean. He thought it made the room feel cozy.
“Come here and tell me what you think,” Jean said one
night as Rupert sat on the couch, flipping through channels. He
sat down on the floor beside her.
“I’ve narrowed it down to three. There’s Sandy Beige,
Briar, and Paper Birch,” she said, pointing to each sample
square. “Which one do you think would look best with the furniture?”
Rupert put an arm around Jean and stared at the carpet
squares for a moment. “They’re all the same color.”
“No, they aren’t. Briar is greener than the other two.”
Leviathan
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“Greener. Do you want greener?”
“No.”
“Then we can forget that one. It doesn’t matter which
one you get. They all look like jackrabbit fur.” He kissed her on
the cheek.
“You don’t understand. This is important. Once the
carpet is actually laid down, it will look a lot different.”
“I like Sandy Beige, then.”
“What about Paper Birch?”
“I like that one, too.”
“You know, you don’t have to agree with me all the
time.”
“You don’t want me to agree with you?”
“Forget it. I’ll handle it myself.”
“Sorry.”
“Forget it.”
The heavy West-Texas monsoon issued from an opposition
of high- and low-pressure areas: the Mexican subtropical ridge
from the Gulf and a thermal low over the desert southwest. The
monsoon ridge, another area of high pressure, formed in the
upper atmosphere of the Four Corners region, creating a windflow that drew scores of thunderheads, fat with Gulf water, up
through Texas. In certain areas, more women than usual went
into labor.
Late in the afternoon, by the time Rupert was on his
seventy-fifth sandbag, the sky was dark with
“In certain
rain clouds, and lightning struck over and
over around the Sierra Diablo Mountains. The areas, more
desert grumbled with thunder. Rupert heard women than
the door squeak open on the back porch.
usual went
“The National Weather Advisory just into labor.”
changed the Flash Flood Watch to a Flash
Flood Warning for all of Culberson County,”
Jean called.
Rupert nodded and scooped more gravel into the burlap
12
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sack.
“You might want to stop filling the bags and start setting
them up.”
“Okay.” He felt a couple drops of rain hit his face. “I
don’t think there’s enough, though.”
Jean stuck out her hand looked up at the sky, then back
down at her feet on the wooden porch. “Do you need me to
help?” she asked without looking up.
Rupert lifted a sandbag. “No. I can do it.” “Okay,” she
said, and after a few moments stepped back inside.
Rupert walked about fifteen feet
“He had to save
toward the house, dropped the sandthat carpet. He
bag, and went back for another. The
rain fell harder, and he moved quicker, slipped and fell
lifting two or three bags at a time. The a couple times,
lightning moved from the mountains
muddying his
into the desert, and the dazzling flashes knees, and the
and the thunder made him walk even
downpour was so
faster, smiling to himself and shaking
his head. His hair plastered to his scalp thick, it was
difficult to see.”
and his tennis shoes squished on the
driveway as he walked. The rain beat
down strong. Jean watched him through the living-room window.
He made the barrier a foot high. He had a dozen more
bags to move when a stream of water, light but steady, ran
down the gravel drive toward the house. Water spilled from the
scrub brush and cacti. A couple chunks of prickly pear tumbled
past, into the large puddles in front of the porch. The puddles
merged and spread slowly outward, along the walls, trickling
around the corners. Rupert ran now. He was cold and exhausted.
He sprinted from the wall of sandbags, grabbed two from the
pile, and, as fast as he could, ran back. All he thought of was the
carpet. He had to save that carpet. He slipped and fell a couple
times, muddying his knees, and the downpour was so thick, it
was difficult to see. Seventy-five sandbags weren’t enough, but
Leviathan
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he had to save the new carpet. He heard the back door open.
“Come inside,” called Jean.
He remembered how much he and Jean had paid for the
Paper Birch 7R05 Cabo San Lucas. One hundred and seventyfive square feet. $6.25 per square foot.
“Rupert, come inside!”
He put the last sandbag in place. Lightning flashed
brighter than ever and water trickled past his feet. Rupert sat on
the wall and stared off into the desert. Scotchgard protector and
stain release. Jackrabbit fur that made the room brighter, younger, more harmonious.

14
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Why my Mother fell in Love with my Father
Overlap the lines. Five inches. Tie your hands
upside down, make a loop of the wires, and pinch
at the apex. Now, you know where north is. Wrap
the tag of the leader in and out of the loop four times,
and stop. Braided. Wind the tippet through the loop
four times, and stop. Double braided. Now, just be
careful. Delicate, precise. This is a child, an infant’s
open heart. These capillaries are our lifelines. Without
them, we fail, and the wild wins again. Draw the lines,
not the tags, and be sure that it clicks, like a lock. A not
neat knot need not be a knot. Tug with care, just to test,
though the Cutthroats will try more than test; if it stays,
you are home.
			
				

- Jeffrey Glen Hansen
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The Lost Lake Ballad
In a long land far ago
there lost legend lived
a many man village,
many girl, many kid.
A peace-pattern people
they loved by the lake
and hunted for only
their child hunger sake.
One day from the forest
fiend-fiery-foe
descended in darkness
in blood hungry glow.
With spear men and fear men
they peace people chased,
with heart scream they soul took
the young and strong faced.
So head chief he herded
the children and wives
to down cut and raft lash
the long needled pines.
In silence they lake launched
the child/wife-ful rafts
and hoped that the man fight
would win out soon fast.
Then moon dark the night shook
and down drained the rain
with wild wave and wind war
that swiftly lake came.
And child raft and wife raft
were hastily made, with lash loss
they capsized, cry filled, afraid.
Fall 2007
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Shore back the lake men
had foe fought and won.
But storm stole their loved ones
and raft found they none.
They searched and they searched
and they lake cried for days,
but not one was found
from the waste of the waves.
So try child and try wife
to lake look tonight
when the sky is moon dark
and the wind and waves fight-for just above water
the white spirits rise
and whisper the tale
of lost children and wives.
			
				

- Anne Marie Kelley
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Intricacies # 6
Shadows from the blades of green;
Whitest light,
Dry, icy sheen.
Shift to the inner-workings
Of a youth,
And nervous future.
Nicotine-fumed incandescence drip-drops
From the bulb, to fleshy contours.
Splat upon impact,
The light begins to run in honeycomb perfection
Down,
		
		
Between her knees.
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Here
Where owl-men smoke out their wrongs
On ash-strewn evening porches
And flax-haired women pour their aches
Through last night’s broken, dreg-filled bottles
Out into the earth.
And bleed, bleed, deep, drip, drip, deep drops
Into the tongue-wet sunset paint.
Where corrugated, rusted metal
Splices splintered wood,
And children’s, even children’s hair
Grows grey and white and coarse
Here—here—all I feel is
Purge, purge, purge.
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Happiness
(sullen)

Sleeping in pungence of whispering leaves,
the octaves of moonlight sing me to soothe.
The brush smells of fenchel and I taste of need,
sleeping in pungence of whispering leaves.
Naked and absent, and whispering truths,
I’m finally feeling the wine touch of womb,
sleeping in pungence of whispering leaves,
the octaves of moonlight sing me to soothe.
			

- Jeffrey Hansen
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In Response to Artwork by Rita Zimmerman
Iron. I have no mouth it is gone red circles I have fallen into floating shadowed curve
her fingers devoured and spit up shook the roots with pain in the shaking
ripping the blood and bruising it on canvas Island of the dead dancing in a
minor key a scream out of the shadows something holy escapes through the
gaps it is only my eyes that fit the kaleidoscope bleed and blur heaving words
settle into ashes untouched by earlobes snatched the lines from your chest
my own blood: The Secret.
- Liza Sparks
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Still
a sleeping stream beats beneath ice,
and all I can hear is the cold.
dawn light shatters on snow—
a rabbit heart leaps.
a ladder, twin shadows—
the snow winks around them.
steam whispers rising
as white as the winter.
and somewhere
in silence, in breath-the crisp breaking
of bonds beneath boots.
- Anne Marie Kelley
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Of Breaths and Breakfasts
I found the letter on the desk
Before the bus was out of sight
And waited while the night undressed
And fell asleep by me. But when
Cocooned up in my bed, the space
Of time unpassing, words unpenned
Became the weight upon my chest
Of lights extinguished right at ten
Of breaths and breakfasts that have passed
Unheeded, cold, uneaten—spare.
Of every nighttime peck upon
My cheek, much like a schoolboy
Swallowing his rancid peas.
The simple absence of your face.
And morning greetings gather dust
Inside a box beneath the stair.
And moonlight glare illuminates
The memory of your grey stone eyes
And markings on a cold, white page
Grow strange, and fester where you signed:
“Our salt, indeed, has lost its taste
The waste, my dear, the waste, the waste”
		

- Mandy Moench
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digger.
hundreds—glassy-eyed
and eyeless—imagining
me:
preaching
the virtues of volition, defiling
the truths of the night
black holes to be filled and me
the grave digger done
digging now
returning the dirt.
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The Mango Dress
Wear the mango dress. Not that one
the other one. Why are there so many?
Maybe if I put one on I’ll feel pretty
again. Like the stars do when
they put on the night.

		

- Aaron Gogenola
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Excuse
These are just words. Meaningless, rounded, curved, edged, fit between
lines too narrow to expand an entire mind. I heard you’re the girl who
loves Kerouac, he said to me over the sea. I, (the you, the she, the we)
laughed, not today, not today. Ask me again tomorrow, maybe I’ll give a
satisfactory answer to any question. He looked at me, blank with desire,
and left. It was the only thing he could have done right in our 50 second
encounter. And it was raining. I used to hate watching people leave; not
anymore though, I seem to have fallen in infatuation with the subtle
precision of departures, the pretences of not really caring, the following
absence. So it goes. I’ve lived a life of commas, exclamations, and too
many full-stops. My favorite though has always been the semi-colon, the
risk of ambiguity, the choice of indecision. Colons allow too much to flow
past. There’s no need to reveal it all at once. Otherwise you’re left with
mistakes that you didn’t actually make, it was that damned colon. And then
there’s nothing to be sorry about. Who do you love then, he asked. He was
back so soon, was it tomorrow already? I sighed. It was pure negligence,
to leave the boy hanging over the sea, wanting to know about love when
there was nothing left, not even the trees. Kerouac I said. He turned
away, and I wasn’t sorry that I lied, this wasn’t a mistake, it was an
excuse to watch the boy over the sea walk away.

					

- Kritika Dwivedi
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Conversations
		
		

by Henry Jacobsen

He sits and stares for a while at the room; it is mostly empty,
with no sharp edges or blunt points, but they haven’t gone as
far as quilted walls. In the middle, two chairs on opposite sides
of a small table that has been bolted to the floor. Why do they
always bolt down the table, he wonders, but leave the chairs
free? It’s a test, he’s sure of it. They think he’s crazy, or mad,
or clinically depressed, or something much more interesting
they’ve picked at random from the DSM-V. They want him to
do something, anything, just so they can write a word on their
notepads in red ink, assign him a category, and file him away.
Fine. He’ll give them something to scribble about. He decides
he might stack the chairs on the table, then climb up to the ceiling, and smash the horrible compact fluorescent bulb there. It
doesn’t seem to fit in this room somehow,
“The socket
but a second look at the ceiling, with its
knows what
hastily plastered-over plumbing, convinces
this room was him that the room was once something
before, but it’s else. The single round bulb socket, with its
yellowing plastic shell and vestigial pullnot telling.
chain, is an original fixture. The socket
One of its
knows what this room was before, but it’s
screws is loose,
not telling. One of its screws is loose, and
and draws his draws his attention. He laughs, squeezing
attention.”
his knees tighter to his chest. He wonders
if he could get to that screw, twist it out, twist it into his own
flesh, maybe his neck or a wrist, before they could send someone in to stop him. The light flickers, as if daring him to try.
The door swings inward, which has to be a violation of some
sort of fire code -- what if there was a fire? How would he
Fall 2007
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escape? A man wearing a bowtie enters. Bowtie -- blowfly -- bad
eye -- Bradley. He remembers that the man in the bowtie is
named Bradley, although he’s unsure whether that is the man’s
given or Christian name. He laughs; then remembers that the
terms are synonymous, that the other term he should have
thought was ‘family name’ and stops laughing. Jesus, he thinks,
get a grip.
Bradley just stands there, his expression inscrutable. That he
carries a clipboard is not surprising, but the included pen is blue,
not red. When the door clicks shut, Bradley takes three steps
into the middle of the room, pulls out the closest chair, and sits
down.
“Do you know why you’re here?”
Jimmy just sat, staring at his All-Stars, listening to the clock
above Principal Lang’s desk tick away the seconds. He’d always
been fascinated by these clocks, when he
“He always
would bother to think about them at all.
pictured
A couple of times, usually daylight savings
miles of steel time, but once after someone had broken
cable twisted into The Office, Jimmy had watched them
through dark adjust the time on the clocks. He didn’t
know exactly how it worked, although he
hallways
always pictured miles of steel cable twisted
attached to
through dark hallways attached to each
each clock.”
clock, winding and unwinding with mindless, mechanical certainty. Anyway, he knew that the hands all
turned at the same time, and they were probably controlled
from this very office. That was the rumor, anyway. As far as
rumors went, it was a fairly benign one.
Why was he here? He’d never been to The Office before; he just
wasn’t that sort of kid. He’d never thrown a fist in anger, never
intentionally hurt anyone’s feelings ... well, hardly ever, anyway.
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What made today any different? Spit-wads? Seriously -- what
the hell? It wasn’t like the two girls had been especially brutal
with their teasing in physics that morning, he’d certainly ignored
worse. Sticks and stones, right? Christ -- he should save someone the trouble and have that phrase chiseled onto a headstone
now.
On the other hand, he now knew that the plain white Bic pens
make excellent blowguns for small, moist projectiles at short
ranges. That sounded stupid, even in his head; he’d have to
remember to keep that thought to himself.
He wasn’t sure what the big deal was; while he didn’t actually
think that years upon years of
“Plain white Bic
good behavior gave him any sort
pens make excellent
of exemption from ‘the rules’ it
blowguns for small,
was irritating that he was sitting
here for what amounted to a child- moist projectiles at
ish prank, especially considering
short ranges.”
that Jack got away with everything.
How did he convince Dad to buy him that car? It wasn’t fair;
they were twins, but Jack got everything.
This was so stupid; he didn’t do anything wrong... Although that
last volley did come close to Courtney’s eye.
“Did I hurt someone?”
Jane picked herself up out of the gravel, gingerly picking the
odd stone out of her now bloody shins and forearms. What
a completely ridiculous question! Did the driver think that he
could run a light at a busy intersection, without looking, or
slowing, and not hurt someone?
Under the front wheels of the hulking H&M Electrical Inc.
pickup, which was still idling, as if he was planning to beat a
Leviathan
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hasty retreat, was her beautiful vintage Schwinn. A sickening
smear of green paint vanished under the foul machine. She
blinked, sighed, and then threw a bloody stone at him, aiming
for his stupid Yankees cap, but missed. He just glared at her,
so she lifted her arms up toward him, hoping the oozing mess
they’d become after he knocked her off her bicycle would be
emphasis enough. When he just stared, Jane figured she might as
well ask her own rhetorical question.

Alice just stood
there, rubbing her
“What do you think?”
huge belly, staring
at him with those It was a minivan. Had his life come
to this already? Walter looked at the
wonderful brown
sticker on the passenger-side window,
eyes.
and felt a little part of him die. He
was going to have to give up the Mustang. God, how he loved
that car! Ever since he had found her in a field, so rusty but full
of potential, and had poured so much of himself into restoring
her piece by piece. He was even nursing the idea of giving her
to his son when he was old enough. Wouldn’t quite be the same
handing over keys to a minivan.

Alice just stood there, rubbing her huge belly, staring at him
with those wonderful brown eyes. Dammit! Dammit! Dammit! It’s just a goddamned car, after all -- this gorgeous creature
standing in front of you, she’s your wife, and she’s carrying your
child. And this hideous hunter green box next to you, power
everything, airbags everywhere, and more cup-holders than
anyone could ever fill, there was no doubt about it; this minivan
will protect them, nurture them, take them where they need to
go. You can’t even make that car-seat fit in the Mustang. Maybe
it’s time to grow up, Walter. Welcome to the rest of your life,
Walter.
He sucked in a deep breath, holding it until the first hints of
dizziness tickled. Do it, say yes. It’s just a minivan; you can alFall 2007
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ways buy another Mustang. Do it. Say it.
But maybe if he took a second job he wouldn’t need a trade-in?
“I don’t know.”
Peter said it as if Michael had asked him if he wanted another
cup of coffee; casual, disinterested, maybe even a little bored.
Michael was floored -- this was definitely not the answer he had
been expecting. His mother had cried, his father had raged when
he introduced them to Peter. ‘I don’t know?’ ‘I don’t know??’
What kind of bullshit answer was that? You either loved someone or you didn’t -- there’s no foggy middle ground, no magical
land of Idunno where you can wait and see which way the wind
blows, and you certainly couldn’t pour love into a to-go cup and
microwave it later when it got cold.
Michael’s father was a bastard anyway. Dad sure was good at
promises, but keeping them was another story. Michael couldn’t
think of a single time when
“You certainly couldn’t
Dad had taken an evening off
pour love into a to-go
work to toss a ball around,
cup and microwave it
go to a game – and he only
saw Michael play Hamlet
later when it got cold.”
once, sneaking in during the
last scene but pretending he’d been there the whole time. Dad
always managed to find time to polish that damned Mustang,
though.
But the one thing he learned early on was that he couldn’t live
their lives for them. Living his own life was hard enough. Take
this particular moment in time; he’d finally found someone he
could see himself spending his life with, someone who understood him, someone who -- Jesus! Who answers ‘Do you love
me’ with ‘I don’t know?’ Who!?
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Even his father could say ‘I love you,’ on occasion.
“How can you say that?”
Everything was gone, except the shelves. They even pulled the
plasma screen off the wall, but they must have been in a hurry
because the input connector was torn free, still attached to
the cable dangling from the wall. She
“It would make
shouldn’t have called in sick, and left
the scarring
the new kid in charge. She would have
worse, they said,
locked the back door -- No, actually she
if she scratched
wouldn’t have unlocked it at all; not to
around the
take a cigarette break, and she certainly
wouldn’t have taken that cigarette break stitches, but it
while Susan was in the can puking up
was absolutely
last night’s beer and pretzels.
maddening.”
Thank God no one was seriously hurt -- well, Scott, but she figured the little jerk was due for a pistol-whipping from the moment she interviewed him, she just didn’t figure it’d be a literal
one. Jane didn’t cry, it wasn’t her thing, but she did feel herself
getting very hot through her cheeks and eyes. Mr. Anders was
actually blaming the robbery on her. What a week! And the itching, to top it off -- it would make the scarring worse, they said,
if she scratched around the stitches, but it was absolutely maddening. How could he blame her for this?
“I wasn’t there! Leave me alone.”
Interrogation rooms were usually bigger on TV, with a big mirror you knew was actually a window that hid a bunch of cops
on the other side, standing around drinking coffee, talking about
some other case. This looked like it was a closet or something,
with just a couple of chairs and an old filing cabinet for a table.
Not enough room for the old good-cop-bad-cop in here. From
Leviathan
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the looks of this cop, though, with the throbbing vein in his
forehead, he probably just ate both good-cop and bad-cop for
an appetizer before coming in here for dinner.
It was so stupid driving Marc around when he was strung out,
but that’s what friends do, right? Why didn’t he just tell Marc to
go to hell when Marc told him about his brilliant plan? Probably
the gun, that big revolver looked
“Friends just sit
like it should have been hangaround in their cars, ing up in a museum somewhere,
with half a kilo in the except for the way Marc had sawn
glove box, let half a
the nose off. What a moron! You
do that to shotguns, not revolvers
dozen cruisers, an
-- Sammy told Marc the gun was
ambulance and a
going to blow up in his face if
firetruck box them
he ever tried to use it. He should
in.”
have thought about why Marc had
the gun, the ‘Wild Bill Blaster’ he called it, after that time Marc
asked him to drive the van out into the middle of nowhere.
Maybe Sammy was just lying to himself, and look where it got
him!
He should have driven off after Marc got out of the car,
dumped the bag in the sewer or something, but friends don’t
do that, right? No, friends just sit around in their cars, with half
a kilo in the glove box, let half a dozen cruisers, an ambulance
and a firetruck box them in. Could have at least closed the glove
box if Marc hadn’t broken the latch being all twitchy and jumpy
on the way over. No, he really wasn’t sorry they carried him out
of the apartment under a sheet. Well, maybe a little. Marc was a
decent guy if you caught him on the right day.
“You were arrested at the scene. Of course you were
there.”
‘The scene.’ Some kid blows his own head off, probably buyLeviathan
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ing drugs from the burnout across the hall, and suddenly it’s a
‘scene.’ You answer your door when they knock, with a fifth of
Jack one hand, this is an important game, after all, can’t ruin it
with cheap booze, and your shotgun in the other hand, perfectly
within your rights considering that someone just blew! his! head!
off! across the hall from where you live, and the next thing you
know some stupid pig has his knee in your back, and there’s
your Jack, not rolling away, because Mr. Daniel, God bless him,
sells square bottles, but spilling out all over the carpet. You see a
chunk of some kid’s brain getting drunk on your liquor. Maybe
that’s okay, though, you figure; the kid’s had a rough day, let
him have it. You’re drunk enough already -- were the Yankees
winning? You can’t remember. Did you call your lawyer yet? Do
they think you killed the kid? You’ve never killed anyone, even
after he humiliated you then sold the Mustang just to rub salt
in that wound. Maybe you wanted to, but you just do your best
to forget them instead, because forgotten is worse than dead in
your book. No, you never forgot, sorry, you never killed anyone.
“It wasn’t me.”
It’s dark, but it doesn’t really matter anyway, because Tom just
figured out that the little old lady is blind. He wishes she would
just take her purse back, and let him
“Forgotten is
go. They say his little brother is a
worse than dead in klepto, like it’s a medical condition or
your book. No, you something, but Tom knows better.
never forgot, sorry, Scott steals things for kicks, because
he’s bored. Plenty to do in this city,
you never killed
but Scott has to pick something
anyone.”
stupid like this, doesn’t care who he
hurts. Little things like candy and pens, Tom lets that slide, because he doesn’t want to have to explain to the cashier why he’s
returning half a Milky Way, and then they’d always be watching
him.
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But stealing a purse from little blind ladies? She looks a bit like
grandma, which made it even worse. He should be out playing
football, he’s good at football, but he doesn’t have time, not
when he has to spend so much of it trying to keep Scott out of
trouble. He really wishes the old
“He was an obvious,
lady would let go of him, just take
ridiculous fraud, but
her purse back and let go of him.
Her fingers are like talons, digging she didn’t heckle
into his arm. Why did Mama leave comedians, she
them?
didn’t boo actors.”
“Who do you think you are?”
The medium stopped waving his arms for a moment when she
asked. She almost felt bad; he was an obvious, ridiculous fraud,
but she didn’t heckle comedians, she didn’t boo actors. Maybe
this was the same thing; Jane knew that Susan wasn’t serious
about anything metaphysical, even though the reading was
Susan’s idea.
She looked around the table, and wished they would all stop
staring at her like that; it made her scars itch. No, actually she
was sort of immune to James’ baby-blues by now, since they
were almost always focused on her. So much so that she could
tell the difference between Jack and James just from a glance at
their eyes. James had the tiniest ring of green around his pupils
that Jack lacked. Not quite identical twins, with completely distinct personalities.
Susan did seem pissed that she wasn’t playing along, but what
did she expect? Jack had blown them off to go talk to the
recruiter again, even though he knew how much Jane hated the
idea of him in the military. It was disconcerting, then, when the
medium had asked if she knew anyone who had been accidentally shot, someone named Jack or Mark?
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That’s exactly how cold readings worked, and she knew it: the
medium asked random questions, watched for reactions, and
focused on the ones that created the biggest response. If you’re
not aware of what’s going on, it seems “She still hadn’t
like he’s just read your mind. Didn’t
been able to throw
make it any less spooky, though, when
it happened to you, especially if you’d away her mangled
been spending as much time thinking bicycle.”
about your own mortality as Jane had.
She rubbed her forearms together. It really hadn’t been that long
ago, just a few weeks, and she still hadn’t been able to throw
away her mangled bicycle. Maybe she’d do that tonight; move on
with her life.
Susan mouthed her own question back at her; ‘who do you
think you are?’ Mocking her. It really pissed Jane off, and she
decided she’d had enough of this charade. She pushed her chair
back hard enough to scrape the hardwood floors. The medium
snapped out of his trance, looking puzzled, and set his hands
down flat on the table top.
She didn’t want to answer that question, didn’t feel like she
should have to answer it, but an answer came nonetheless.
“Nobody.”
Jimmy stared at the phone now, as if it would tell him why she
had hung up rather than answer Jack’s question. The display
blinked, updating the time to 8:34 pm, but that was not the answer he was looking for.
He had panicked a bit when Jane told him that she was going
for a ride in Jack’s new Mustang. Jimmy tried, perhaps a little too
emphatically, to convince her that Jack was a demon behind the
wheel, and the storm that was rolling in over the mountains was
Leviathan
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supposed to be nasty. A joyride tonight was just a bad idea. She
said he worried too much.
Then, on the other end of the line, Jimmy heard Jack ask her
who she was talking to. He expected her to say ‘your brother’
the way she always did, with that strange little laugh of hers as
punctuation.
It was an odd conversation, and he was still replaying it in his
mind when the rain began to fall. Jimmy was soaked to his skin
before he closed the phone and walked back inside.
“Nobody?”

“This afternoon he
bought beer. Beer.
The horrible,
watered-down
3.2% beer they
sold in this town.”

Michael hates it when therapists do
this. There’s a theory out there that
suggests that repeating a patient’s
own words back at him or her will allow the patient to better explore their
own ideas. Mirroring, they call it. He
just calls it crap, but then again, this is
his opinion of the whole profession.

He closes his eyes, and tries to breathe normally. Right now he
can’t help but think that he wouldn’t recognize normal if it were
wearing a nametag. He starts to remember, and tries, desperately,
to resist, but it’s no use. Everything floods back, threatens to
wash him away.
He still doesn’t feel anything yet, so he is able to appreciate the
absurdity of the chain of events that have led him to this point.
Leaving the video store, he noticed that his cell-phone was gone,
and the punk stocking shelves denied having seen it.
Michael was in a foul mood when he left, and the liquor store
was right next door. It had been a year since ‘the scene’, as he
Fall 2007
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thought of it, and he hadn’t touched a drop since. This afternoon he bought beer. Beer. The horrible, watered-down 3.2%
beer they sold in this town, and he drank one before his pager
went off. If he had his cell phone,
“As soon as the
he could have told them to send
bright flash registered someone else. But with no phone,
as headlights, not
and with only one – maybe two -lightning, he stomped beers down, he had no excuses.

the brake pedal to the
The lines came down in the rain
floor.”

all the time. It shouldn’t have
been a big deal, but it was important to be fast. Nobody wanted
a routine call to become a story on the evening news. Barbequed
children, with their adorable little bicycles and scorched teddy
bears, do not make for good public relations.
He drives that way all the time, but with all of the lights out
here, he didn’t recognize the weird five-way intersection until it
was too late. As soon as the bright flash registered as headlights,
not lightning, he stomped the brake pedal to the floor. An airbag
hit him hard; the night spun around him, then stopped much
too quickly.
Michael threw the door open as far as he could, barely hearing
the sound of an untouched bottle of Jack smashing itself open
on the blacktop. Dial 911, he thought, but his cell phone was
gone. He couldn’t see in through the mangled passenger side of
the car, and he couldn’t quite get down to the ground, so he had
to scramble across the back trunk.
It was a Mustang; it had to be a Mustang. It really was not
the time to get into his father-issues. Fortunately the kid who
tumbled out of the driver’s side had a phone, and was already
shouting into it about the crash, and his girlfriend, and please,
please hurry. He looked pretty banged up – Michael was afraid
to see what sort of shape the girlfriend was in.
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Some morbid curiosity compelled him to look in the car. Now
he would give anything to un-see the girl. It wasn’t so much the
blood, but the crushing weight of recognition that descended
on him at that moment. The girl on the green bicycle was here,
barely breathing now, unmistakable despite her condition. Here,
months later, had he actually killed her?
The night filled with red and blue lights. A flurry of activity
swept around him, almost washed him away. Then the conversations began.
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Baptismal rights
Turquoise remnants of a once was woman…
A quiet pistol behind dark eyes.
Shattered pieces in lavender and floral,
Dream regret and sip nostalgia
(a once was time and once was lover)
Her hands know years –
sewed them with a thin thread,
Raisin wrinkled and knowing.
Her eyes have become accustomed
To dark shadows -- hidden in the corners.
A wind shakes the blinds
And something whispers.
Water is old and better than earth
		
				

- Liza Sparks
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ears who refuse sound due to blue
Blue roared onto the floor
soaking me with the temptation
to carry forward. One step and
my yellow footsteps disappear
behind the desire to dredge ahead.
Meows whisper warnings
through motherly clichés.
Sifting out the cautious.
Thumping courage into the careless.
I continue pass and enter blue
letting color stain with each drop
into my eyes, lips, hair, fingernails, until
it crawled under my skin and escape
resulted in failure. I sank inside myself
and all that was left…
all that was left found the ripple of water
to betray it’s illusion of truth by portraying
an image too tarred to be blue.
- Lauren Cowart
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Straw Colored Pea Coat
You spoke of your town.
There was a kindling in your words when pressed
to describe barbed-wire fences between young fingers,
the nut-brown boards of a church door, the hushed
waves of corn stalks in the while-away afternoons.
You spoke of your town, and how the everyday passed
through it, how the moon curried love upon young
shapes beside the smattering gulps of the creek.
You spoke of your town,
where the haystacks were heaping beauties,
buttons upon a straw-colored pea coat—
a coat that wrapped around you when you walked
down to the highway, an engine conjuring up
future in its murmurings:
a boy, a destination, something yet to unravel
(you?) as you sat beside him, the town
you’ve told, calmly resigning itself
to those quieter passageways of history.
I began to speak about my city.
“No, no,”
you said,
“tell me about your town.”
- Samuel Hart Johnston
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Submissions deadline for
Winter 2007 Music Issue: December 16th.
We’re looking for more than just music, but also poetry, prose, photography, and
artwork insipired by music’s creative energy

What’s your medium?
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